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Let’s
Review.

HUD vs. Facebook

Moehrl v. NAR*

Florida’s Texting Cases

ADA & Zillow Group



HUD is suing Facebook for allowing advertisers
to violate Fair Housing laws.

This suit is going to go down the funnel, to potentially you.

HUD vs. Facebook



Moerhl vs NAR*

Next there's a big class action lawsuit taking 
aim at buyer broker compensation rules. 

This began with a home seller who is claiming 
NAR, MLSs and big franchises are conspiring  
to keep commissions high in an act of anti-
trust. 

These are the lawyers that stood against 
Big Tobacco.

The suit states that it will represent any sellers 
who paid a broker commission during the sale 
of their property in the last four years in areas 
covered a number of Regional MLS.

The suit includes NC specifically.



Watch the Texting
Two FL law firms have pursued legal action  
with 3 real estate companies over text SPAM.

Same situation with a case against cold 
calling.

…do these texts look familiar?



ADA & 
Zillow Group

Zillow is being sued for its inaccessibility 
to the visually impaired

Buttons & Images

What it means to have an ADA 
compliant site

How you can market this 



The Solution

There’s a bar nearby with $14 craft 
cocktails.

Drinking. 
Heavily.

Really market your site as ADA compliant if 
you have made it so. This has huge appeal 
to a wide audience, and will make sure you 

avoid and future issues. 

Use Accessibility 
as a Tool

This you’re definitely familiar with. Dig into 
the details of Facebook and find ad 

strategies that keep you compliant but are 
still optimized for your audience. 

You Can’t Plea 
Ignorance

The best way that you can stay on top of 
your workload while still navigating the every 

changing waters of ad law is to find a 
partner you can trust to guide you threw the 

legalities as the develop.

Find a Trusted Partner



Thank you for attending
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